
Release Notes

Kensington Konnect™ for Webcams
for Windows

1/6/2021  

1.0.0 Default template option has been fixed but not yet translated

 
2/11/2021

1.0.1 Updated wording for Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese, French, Finnish, German  
 and Norwegian

 
3/4/2021

1.0.2 Fixed an issue where the reset button on the Adjust page was not auto resetting values correctly

 Fixed some translation issues

 Fixed various UI issues

 
3/18/2021

1.1.2 Fixed some translation issues

 Updated Konnect to no longer require users to manually install Visual C++ Redistributable 2019 x64

 Fixed an issue where Konnect would not load setting files properly

 Fixed an issue where Konnect would not log the user in properly

 Fixed an issue where hot plugging a camera was not working properly

 Merged Windows and macOS source codes into one release version

 
5/31/2022

2.0.0 Added options for zoom/pan/tilt/reset to the Device tab

 Added an exposure option to the Effects tab

 Removed the tone optimizer option from the Effects tab

 Removed the Ratio and Output tabs

 Replaced the virtual camera feature with real time camera parameter adjustments

 Added a preview auto switch feature between Konnect and video conference applications

 Enabled capabilities to make real time camera adjustments while on a video conference call

 
8/19/2022

2.1.0 Now uses AVCapture and CALayer APIs to capture and render camera preview screen instead of  
 using Browser APIs.

 Update Electron framework.

 Fix various UI bugs.

 Fix webcam hot plug detection issue.
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